Beyond the Destination
New Model for Expedition Cruising Offers Personalized Adventure with November
Launch
San Diego, Calif.—October 26, 2017–Offshore Outpost Expeditions (OOE) will begin
offering a new type of expedition cruise for adventurous travelers this November. OOE’s
ship, the Pacific Provider will sail from San Diego on November 6. Its inaugural cruise
departs from San Jose del Cabo for a Sea of Cortez adventure on November 26. OOE
offers guests the opportunity to go “beyond the destination” with deeply personalized
and flexible travel experiences. OOE is owned by Offshore Outpost, LLC, which is
headquartered in Dallas,Texas.
The 2017-2018 cruise season will offer expeditions on the 160-ft. Pacific Provider to
remote bays and pristine beaches of the Sea of Cortez. A second destination will be
announced later this year. The ship has a size and maneuverability that allows guests to
journey to areas not accessible by larger cruise and expedition ships. OOE is now
accepting bookings and inquiries at 877-460-9757. Special inaugural offers for both
travelers and travel advisors are available at http://offshore-outpost.com/news-offers/.
OOE boasts a specially designed expedition ship offering spacious cabins, comfortable
dining areas and lounges, and expansive deck space for viewing, dining and lounging.
The ship accommodates a maximum of twelve guests per cruise. With a guest to crew
ratio of 2:1, four tenders, and an expert staff ready to provide advice and support,
guests have unprecedented freedom to invent spontaneously their own adventures.
“We have created a different type of expedition experience,” said David Mullen, cofounder and Chief Expedition Officer. “We provide spacious, premium accommodations
to a small number of guests. Our crew’s intimate knowledge of the areas in which we
cruise allows our guests to discover their personal journey—and share the adventure
with friends, family or colleagues. Our goal is for each guest to create a one-of-a-kind
adventure, the memories of which will last a lifetime.”
OOE expects to appeal to adventurous travelers who want to take a step beyond the
ordinary in creating their travel experience—from couples to multi-generational families
to groups of friends to executive or team retreats. OOE cruises offer yacht-like flexibility
and accommodations at prices comparable to larger and more Spartan expedition
experiences.
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About Offshore Outpost Expeditions
Offshore Outpost Expeditions (OOE), is owned by Offshore Outpost, LLC, with Dallas,
Texas. OOE is positioned to carve out a dynamic new business model for the expedition
cruise industry. With only six spacious cabins, a guest to crew ratio of 2:1, spacious
common areas on deck as well as inside, and a vast assortment of premium equipment,
guests on the company’s 160-ft. Pacific Provider have unprecedented freedom to
discover their own journey and share it with fellow travelers.
OOE is the vision of David Mullen, a former Naval officer and adventurer who earned
his MBA from Pepperdine while traveling the world. OOE addresses a gap in the
expedition cruise market that would serve small groups of active/ travelers who want to
participate in creating their adventure. He and co-founders Cole Lysaught and Daniel
Hund combine a passion for safely and sensitively sharing the wonders of unspoiled
areas of the globe with the financial, operational and business management expertise to
create and grow a scalable, sustainable company. www.offshore-outpost.com.
####
Editor note: A complete media kit for OOE including portfolio of images of the Pacific
Provider, is available at http://offshore-outpost.com/media/.
Editor note: OOE is offering tours of the Pacific Provider on Nov. 1 and 2 to credentialed
members of the press. To schedule a tour, please email press@offshore-outpost.com
by Oct. 30.
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